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OFFICER/EMPLOYEE LIST
Officer/Employee List
Application: BLA 761060

The following officers or employees of FDA participated in the decision to approve this application and consented to be identified on this list:

Farrell, Ann T
Przepiorka, Donna
Jen, Emily
Norsworthy, Kelly
John, Christy
Lee, Jee Eun
DelValle, Pedro
Sheth, Christopher
Ko, Chia-Wen
Nie, Lei
Jewell, Charles
Aydanian, Antonina
Shapiro, Marjorie
Lopez-Barragan, Maria Jose
Candauchacon, Maria
Hughes, Patricia
Nguyen, Thuy Thanh
Qiu, Zhishao Peter
Conklin, Rachael
Mehta, Hina
Everhart, Elizabeth
Chen, Mei-Yean
Lu, Min
Pohlman, Janice
Leaman, Diane V
Borders-Hemphill, Vicky
Kwitkowski, Virginia
Kolibab, Kristopher